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Abstract
Light top partners are the prime sign of naturalness in composite Higgs models.
We explore here the possibility of non-standard top partner phenomenology. We show
that even in the simplest extension of the minimal composite Higgs model, featuring an
extra singlet pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson, the branching ratios of the top partners
into standard channels can be significantly altered, with no substantial change in the
generated Higgs potential. Together with the variety of possible final states from the
decay of the pseudo-scalar singlet, this motivates more extensive analyses in the search
for the top partners.
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1 Introduction
Composite Higgs models aim at solving the electroweak hierarchy problem by postulating a
new strongly interacting sector that dynamically generates the Higgs field. This emerges as
a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB), which explains why it is parametrically lighter
than any typical composite resonance. Ultimately, the Higgs is screened from high energy
scales on account of its composite nature [1–4].
In this class of scenarios, a set of vector-like composite fermions linked to the top quark
is responsible for keeping the Higgs potential under control [5,6]. As long as the mass of the
top partners is below the TeV, the electroweak scale and the Higgs mass can be reproduced
without significant fine tuning. This follows from a simple estimate, based on power counting
and selection rules, of the size of the Higgs potential V ' −µ2|H|2 + λ|H|4 generated by
loops of the top and its partners,
∆µ2 ∼ 3y
2
t
8pi2
m2T ≈ (90 GeV)2
( mT
500 GeV
)2
, ∆λ ∼ 3y
2
t
4pi2
g2T ≈ 0.13
(gT
2
)2
. (1)
The top Yukawa coupling yt is the largest coupling in the Standard Model (SM) that explicitly
breaks the global shift symmetry protecting the Higgs. The top partner mass mT controls the
size of the potential, while the top partner coupling, defined as gT ≡ mT/f , where f is the
compositeness scale of the Higgs, determines the physical Higgs mass once the electroweak
symmetry is broken. These estimates, verified in explicit constructions, point towards light
and weakly coupled top partners saturating the radiatively generated Higgs potential [7–10].
The absence so far of any evidence of Higgs compositeness, in electroweak precision tests
or Higgs couplings measurements, has pushed the scale f to somewhat unnatural values
f & 600 GeV [11, 12], and driven with it these models into the . 10% fine-tuned territory.
Besides, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have also directly searched, without success,
for the top partners potentially produced during the first LHC run [13, 14]. The lower
bounds placed on their masses, mT & 800 GeV, have started to build up the tension with
naturalness. With the increase in energy and luminosity that will come with the second run
of the LHC, the mass reach of direct searches will be substantially higher. Such an upgrade
will provide an excellent opportunity for uncovering the symmetry mechanism protecting the
Higgs potential and the agents implementing it, but it will also become a crucial test of the
idea, given its present degree of tuning. In this regard, it is very important to understand
the level of model dependence involved in the actual experimental searches of top partners.
Such searches are mainly based on pair production through QCD interactions (and seldom
on single production via electroweak interactions), and decays to W±, Z, or h, plus a top
or a bottom quark. However, there exist models, implementing the twin Higgs mechanism,
in which the Higgs potential is controlled by top partners that are neutral under the SM
gauge group, in particular under SU(3)C color [15]. This possibility, although theoretically
challenging, provides a proof of principle for natural theories with no direct signals at the
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LHC, at least of the standard kind. Another, more modest, approach towards unusual
phenomenology for the top partners regards non-standard decay channels [16, 17]. These
could proceed via new light states, a natural option being other pNGBs. In fact, given
our ignorance about the UV degrees of freedom participating of the strong dynamics, the
appearance of extra light scalars in the IR is a well-motivated possibility. The mass of these
extra scalars could receive contributions, along with the Higgs, from top loops, in which case
∆m2 ∼ 3y
2
t
8pi2
m2T . (2)
This kind of contributions are generically below the top partner masses mT , given the implicit
assumption that the couplings (in the case above yt) that explicitly break the corresponding
shift symmetry, are small perturbations. Besides, extra parameters, denoted above by ,
must always be kept in mind, to account for the different selection rules associated with the
extra shift symmetry. These could actually render the entire top contribution vanishing, and
the extra scalars naturally very light, as much as allowed by experimental searches.
In this work we study the feasibility of non-minimal top partner decays within a composite
Higgs model featuring a single extra pNGB, in addition to the Higgs complex doublet. The
Next to Minimal Composite Higgs model (NMCHM) is based on a global SO(6) symmetry
spontaneously broken to SO(5) [18].1 The extra light scalar η is a singlet under the SM gauge
symmetries, and we further take it to be a CP-odd state. We will show that in this scenario
a subset of the top partners can have a significant branching ratio into the pseudo-scalar
singlet and a top quark, becoming even the dominant one under some circumstances. This
comes about without affecting the level of tuning required to reproduce the Higgs potential.
By focussing on two specific examples we will show how this can be possible. On the one
hand, new sources of explicit breaking of the global symmetries can be introduced that, while
giving rise to a dominant coupling of the top and its partner to η, do not directly break the
shift symmetry protecting the Higgs. In the case these extra interactions do contribute to the
Higgs potential, they do it in such a way as to reduce the overall contribution. On the other
hand, the extended global symmetry structure predicts additional top partners that decay
exclusively to the singlet. The phenomenology of η is mainly dictated, as that of the Higgs,
by considerations regarding the symmetries of the low energy effective theory. Depending
on those symmetries and their breaking by the interactions with the SM fields, the singlet
can present a varied pattern of decay channels, and therefore also the final products of the
decays of the top partners can be variable. Moreover, given that the compositeness scale of
η is the same as that of the Higgs, the phenomenology of the singlet is mainly controlled
by dimension five operators suppressed by f , which are not usually considered in collider
studies of this type of scalars. The extra decay channel of the top partners to η, along with
the diversity of decays of such a scalar, motivates extended searches for both particles.
1This model can be realized as a theory with four flavors of strongly interacting technifermions in a
pseudo-real representation of the confining gauge group [19,20].
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly review the symmetry structure
of the NMCHM. The dependence of the Higgs and singlet potential on the top partners is
presented in section 3 for two simple models. The phenomenology of the top partners is
discussed in section 4, while that of the singlet pseudo-scalar can be found in section 5. We
conclude in section 6.
2 Beyond the Minimal Composite Higgs Model
The Higgs complex doublet and an extra singlet η arise as the NGBs of the spontaneous
symmetry breaking SO(6)/SO(5) ∼= SU(4)/Sp(4) [18]. This coset indeed contains five scalar
degrees of freedom, transforming in the 5 representation of SO(5). This decomposes as a
1+4 = (1,1) + (2,2) of the custodial symmetry SO(4) ∼= SU(2)L×SU(2)R. The associated
Goldstone matrix, U(Π) = exp
(
i
√
2Πi(x)T
i
)
, can be conveniently written as
U(Π) =

13×3
1− h2
1+
√
1−h2−η2
− hη
1+
√
1−h2−η2
h
− hη
1+
√
1−h2−η2
1− η2
1+
√
1−h2−η2
η
−h −η √1− h2 − η2
 , (3)
where we have eliminated the three NGBs eventually eaten by the W± and the Z. The
Goldstone matrix transforms as U(Π) → gU(Π)hˆ†(Π, g), with g a global SO(6) transfor-
mation and hˆ a local (dependent on Π(x)) SO(5) transformation. When constructing the
effective Lagrangians for the NGBs, we will often make use of a projector into the bro-
ken directions Σ0 =
(
0 0 0 0 0 1
)T
. With it we can define the Goldstone multiplet
Σ = U(Π)Σ0 =
(
0 0 0 h η
√
1− h2 − η2)T .
The kinetic term for the NGBs is given by the leading invariant term in derivates, O(∂2),
f 2
4
diµd
µ
i =
f 2
2
(DµΣ)
†(DµΣ) =
1
2
(∂µh)
2 +
1
2
(∂µη)
2 +
1
2
(h∂µh+ η∂µη)
2
f 2 − h2 − η2
+
g2
4
h2
(
W+µ W
µ− +
1
2 cos2 θW
ZµZ
µ
)
, (4)
where we have given dimensions to the NGBs: h→ h/f , η → η/f . The object dµ is defined as
diµ ≡ −iTr[T iU †DµU ], and it is one of the basic building blocks of our effective Lagrangians
(see appendix A for more details). As in the SM, once h gets a vacuum expectation value
(VEV), 〈h〉 = v ≈ 246 GeV, the weak gauge bosons W± and Z become massive. It is of
phenomenological relevance that h has extra derivative self-interactions and interactions with
η. The first implies that after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), the kinetic term of
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the Higgs receives an extra positive contribution of order v2/f 2, which has the net effect of
suppressing all of the Higgs interactions. The second gives rise, if kinematically allowed, to
a non-standard Higgs decay to two η’s controlled by 1/f .
As far as the interactions in Eq.(4) are concerned, the scalar singlet can either be CP-even
or -odd. Actually, the Lagrangian Eq. (4) is invariant under a set of discrete Z2 transforma-
tions that act individually on each of the NGBs as Πi → −Πi, as well as under the spacetime
parity P0: x → −x , t → t, Πi → Πi. We will be particularly interested in the combination
CP = C6P6P0, which defines the CP symmetry of the NGBs in SO(6)/SO(5): h → h and
η → −η. The automorphism C6 is identified with charge conjugation, while P6 corresponds
to the grading of the algebra, under which all the unbroken generators remain unchanged
T a → +T a ∀ a, while the broken generators change sign, T i → −T i ∀ i.2 In this work we will
assume that the strong sector respects CP, and that it remains unbroken to a high degree
of approximation by the interactions with the SM fields (keeping in mind the amount of CP
violation needed to reproduce the SM). This assumption is in fact necessary to avoid too
large contributions to CP-violating observables. Furthermore, the SO(6)/SO(5) coset admits
a Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term [21], arising at the next to leading order in derivatives,
O(∂4), that respects CP. This term could play an important role in the phenomenology of
η, since it gives rise, at leading order in f , to the interactions:
η
f
µνρσ
48pi2
∑
a=aC ,aL,Y
nag
2
aF
a
µνF
a
ρσ , (5)
where F aµν are the field strengths of the SM SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group, ga the
corresponding gauge couplings, and na the anomaly coefficients, which carry information
about the underlying UV structure of the theory. In particular, given the SU(4) × SU(3)C
global symmetry structure of the strong sector under consideration, ng = 0 and nW = −nB.
3 Potential and Top Partner Masses
The potential for the pNGBs depends on how the associated shift symmetries are explicitly
broken. The SM already contains relevant symmetry breaking parameters: the top Yukawa
coupling, and the SU(2)L gauge coupling. In order to understand how the global symmetries
are broken, we need to specify how the top quark, qL and tR, and the gauge bosons W
a
are coupled to the strong sector. The latter is fixed by gauge invariance, that is gauge
fields couple to the strong sector’s associated conserved currents L ⊃ gW aµJ µa. The former
2In the basis we have used to write the Goldstone matrix in Eq. (3), these discrete transformations are
given by C6 = diag(−1, 1,−1, 1,−1,−1) and P6 = diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1). Notice that the parity P6 is actually
an outer automorphism, not contained in SO(6), and generically it should not be respected by higher order
terms in the Lagrangian expansion in derivatives.
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depends on how the top Yukawa coupling is generated. We will be assuming that the
top quark couples via mixing with composite fermionic operators in the UV, i.e. partial
compositeness: L ⊃ λLq¯LOq + λRO¯ttR + h.c. [22]. Given that both the operators Oq,t and
the current J µa are part of entire representations of SO(6) (the first to be specified, and the
second in the adjoint 15), while the SM fields do not fill complete SO(6) multiplets, these
interactions break explicitly the global symmetries. Notice that in partial compositeness the
breaking introduced by the top Yukawa is a consequence of the combined breaking introduced
by λL and λR, since yt ∝ λLλR. We should observe as well that, in order to reproduce the
correct hypercharges of the Oq,t components mixing with qL and tR, an extra unbroken U(1)X
global symmetry must be introduced. The hypercharge of the states of the strong sector is
then given by Y = T 3R+X, where T
3
R is the U(1) generator inside SU(2)R. While the pNGBs
do not carry X charge, we will assume that the fermionic operators Oq,t (and their associated
resonances, i.e. the top partners) have X = 2/3.
The potential induced by loops of the SU(2)L gauge bosons can be derived once we prop-
erly identify which generators of SO(6) are associated to the SU(2)L current (see appendix A
for an explicit expression). Such generators, times the weak gauge coupling g, can then be
viewed as spurionic fields, from which SO(6) invariants can be constructed. At leading order,
O(g2), they lead to the potential:
Vg2 = cgf
2
∑
a=aL
ΣT (gT aL)(gT
a
L)Σ = cg
3
4
g2h2 , (6)
where we recall that Σ = UΣ0. Notice that only a mass term for the Higgs is generated, but
there is no potential for the η. This is a consequence of the fact that η is a singlet under
SU(2)L, thus the gauging of SU(2)L does not break the U(1)η shift symmetry protecting the
singlet. We can estimate the size of the coefficient as cg ∼ 3m2ρ/32pi2, where mρ is the mass
of the vector resonances cutting off the loop of W ’s. For mρ = 2.5 TeV, this contribution
implies a moderate tuning of ≈ 20% on the Higgs mass term.
In a similar fashion we can identify the contributions to the potential from loops of
qL and/or tR. For this we need to specify the transformation properties of the operators
Oq,t the top couples to, and then the actual interactions λt¯O will only be restricted by the
requirement that they should respect the SM gauge symmetries. It will be convenient to use
the embedding fields QL = bL υbL + tL υtL and TR = tR υtR , in order to write the couplings
of the top to the composite fermionic operators as L ⊃ λL(Q¯L)IOIq + λR(O¯t)I(TR)I , where
the index I runs over SO(6) components. Then λLυbL , λLυtL , and λRυtR can be treated as
spurions from which we can compute the potential.
We will be considering two different sets of representations for the operators Oq,t. For
the first we will assume that both Oq,t transform in vector 6 representation of SO(6), with
5
X = 2/3.3 In that case the embeddings of qL and tR are given by
6L : υbL =
1√
2
(
i +1 0 0 0 0
)T
, υtL =
1√
2
(
0 0 i −1 0 0)T . (7)
6R : υtR =
(
0 0 0 0 i γ 1
)T
. (8)
Notice that the embedding in Eq. (8) implies that tR couples to two different components of
Ot, with relative strengths set by γ. This parameter can be taken to be real and positive
without loss of generality. The couplings of qL and tR specified by the above embeddings lead
to the potential, at leading order in the symmetry breaking couplings, O(λ2L) and O(λ
2
R),
Vλ2L = cLf
2
∑
α=tL,bL
(ΣTλLυα)(λLυ
†
αΣ) = cLλ
2
L
h2
2
. (9)
Vλ2R = cRf
2(ΣTλRυtR)(λRυ
†
tR
Σ) = cRλ
2
R
[
f 2 − h2 + (γ2 − 1)η2] . (10)
We would like to point out several important aspects of Eqs. (9) and (10). First, there is
no contribution to any h dependent term from γλR, given that this coupling does not break
the Goldstone-Higgs shift symmetry. Second, there is no contribution to any η dependent
term when γ → 1, given that in this limit there is no breaking of the Goldstone-singlet shift
symmetry. In particular, the interaction of qL with the strong sector does not break the
U(1)η, only those of tR do for γ 6= 1. This is understood by observing that one can formally
assign to qL a definite U(1)η charge, TηQ
6
L = 0Q
6
L, and likewise for tR, TηT
6
R = −1/
√
2T 6R,
provided γ = 1. A simple estimate leads to the coefficients cL,R ∼ 6m2Ψ/16pi2, where mΨ is
the mass scale at which the top loop is cut off. We will compute below in a specific example
the actual dependence of cL,R on the top partners masses. From the embeddings of qL and
tR in Eqs. (7) and (8) we can also derive the top Yukawa coupling:
ytf(Q¯
6
LΣ)(Σ
TT 6R) + h.c. = −
yt√
2
t¯LhtR
(√
1− h
2
f 2
− η
2
f 2
+ iγ
η
f
)
+ h.c. . (11)
Finally, we must notice that a Higgs quartic term is not generated at leading order in λL
or λR. This must therefore come from subleading O(λ
4) terms. One of such terms (the one
that actually descends from the top Yukawa coupling above), reads,
Vλ2Lλ2R = cLRf
4
∑
α=tL,bL
|(ΣTλRυtR)(λLυ†αΣ)|2 = cLRλ2Lλ2R
h2
2
[
f 2 − h2 + (γ2 − 1)η2] , (12)
with the estimate cLR ∼ 6/16pi2. The fact that any term in the potential involving the
singlet vanishes in the limit γ → 1 remains true at any order in the breaking parameter λR.
3This is the extension to SO(6)/SO(5) of the minimal SO(5)/SO(4) model with the L- and R-handed top
embedded in the vector 5 representation of SO(5) [23].
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We will also be considering the alternative option in which the operator Oq transforms
in the 20′ (symmetric and traceless component of 6× 6) representation of SO(6), while Ot
is just a singlet 1, both with X = 2/3. Since in this case tR has a trivial embedding, λR
does not give rise to any explicit breaking. We only need to specify the embedding of qL, in
a symmetric traceless tensor:
20′L : υˆbL =
1√
2
 04×4 −iγˆυbL υbL−iγˆυTbL 0 0
υTbL 0 0
 , υˆtL = 1√
2
 04×4 −iγˆυtL υtL−iγˆυTtL 0 0
υTtL 0 0
 , (13)
where υbL,tL have been given in Eq. (7), and γˆ ∈ R+, consistently with CP symmetry. This
embedding of qL gives rise, at leading order in λL, to two different invariants in the potential:
V
(1)
λ2L
= c
(1)
L f
2
∑
α=tL,bL
ΣT (λLυˆα)(λLυˆα)
†Σ = c(1)L λ
2
L
[
1 + (γˆ2 − 3)h
2
4
+ (γˆ2 − 1)η2
]
, (14)
V
(2)
λ2L
= c
(2)
L f
2
∑
α=tL,bL
(ΣTλLυˆαΣ)(Σ
TλLυˆαΣ)
† = c(2)L λ
2
L h
2
[
1− h2 + (γˆ2 − 1)η2] . (15)
The interactions of qL now break the U(1)η shift symmetry, whenever γˆ 6= 1. Conversely, the
singlet becomes massless in the limit γˆ → 1. The Higgs potential receives contributions from
λL and also from γˆλL. However, moderate values of γˆ tend to reduce the Higgs mass term.
This will become clear in the specific example presented below. Contrary to the previous
embeddings, a Higgs quartic is generated at leading order in the breakings. Therefore it is
not necessary to involve subleading terms to reproduce the Higgs potential. Finally, the top
Yukawa coupling is given by the SO(6) invariant
yt√
2
f(ΣT Q¯20
′
L Σ)tR + h.c. = −
yt√
2
t¯LhtR
(√
1− h
2
f 2
− η
2
f 2
+ iγˆ
η
f
)
+ h.c. . (16)
In the next sections we will present simple realizations of the two cases considered above,
where the fermionic operators Oq,t are interpreted as light composite resonances, below the
mass of the cutoff Λ . 4pif . We will assume that these top partners saturate the Higgs
potential, in order to gain a qualitative and somewhat quantitative understanding of their
role in reproducing the electroweak VEV and the Higgs mass.
We should also keep in mind that other possible sources of explicit breaking beyond those
associated to the SM could be present. For instance, in the present scenario a plausible source
of breaking could be given by
− cMMTΣ = −cMm
√
1− h2 − η2 , (17)
where M ≡ mΣ0 and cM ∼ 4pif 3.4 If the mass m is a relevant perturbation at the compos-
iteness scale, the term above could have a significant impact in the pNGB potential [19].
4This contribution could originate from a non-vanishing mass term for the technifermions, see foonote 1.
In the estimate of cM we have assumed the free field scaling for the technifermion bilinear.
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The last comment we want to make regards other possible sources of explicit symmetry
breaking that only affect the singlet. Consider for instance the couplings of the R-handed
bottom to the strong sector. If we assume that bR is embedded in a 6 of SO(6), the subsequent
contributions to the pNGB potential will be similar to those of tR in Eq. (10), with λR → λbR
and γ → γb. Therefore, if γb  1 an important contribution to the mass of the singlet could
be generated from bottom loops, while still reproducing the small bottom Yukawa yb ∼ λbRλbL,
and without contributing significantly to the Higgs potential (notice in particular that the
spurion γbλ
b
R has different CP quantum numbers than yb). This is just one possibility that
reflects the fact that the potential for η is subject to more model dependencies than that of
the Higgs.
3.1 Toy Model 6L + 6R
With a simple effective Lagrangian containing the top partners, we can understand how their
masses fix the coefficients cL,R and cLR in Eqs. (9), (10), and (12). To this aim, we introduce
a complete multiplet of massive top partners in the vector 6 representation of SO(6),
ΨL,R =
(
Ψ5
Ψ1
)
L,R
, Ψ5L,R =
1√
2

i(B −X5/3)
B +X5/3
i(X2/3 + T )
X2/3 − T√
2 i T ′

L,R
. (18)
As the notation suggests, Ψ decomposes under SO(5) as a 5-plet Ψ5 and a singlet Ψ1. The
Lagrangian for the top sector then reads,
− LΨ = λΨfΨ¯LΨR − yΨf(Ψ¯LΣ)(ΣTΨR) + λLfQ¯6LΨR + λRfΨ¯LT 6R + h.c. , (19)
where the embeddings Q6L and T
6
R have been identified in Eqs.(7) and (8). Such a Lagrangian
is often found in 2-site descriptions of composite Higgs models [7]. Its symmetry features
are clear once we perform a SO(6) rotation on ΨL,R that eliminates the NGB dependence in
the yΨ term, moving it to the mixing terms λL,R,
− L˜Ψ = M5Ψ¯5LΨ5R +M1Ψ¯1LΨ1R + λLfQ¯6LUΨR + λRfΨ¯LU †T 6R + h.c. , (20)
where M5 = λΨf and M1 = (λΨ− yΨ)f (notice that the masses of the 5-plet and the singlet
are independent). The collective pattern of SO(6) symmetry breaking is now apparent. Both
yΨ = (M5 −M1)/f and λL or λR are needed in order to generate a non-trivial potential for
the NGBs. This also implies that any one-loop contribution to the potential will be at most
logarithmically divergent within this simple model.
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The top partners masses, at leading order in λL,R and neglecting EWSB effects, which
are suppressed by v2/f 2, are given by
mX5/3 = mX2/3 = M5 , mB ' mT '
√
M25 + (λLf)
2 ,
mT ′ '
√
M25 + (γλRf)
2 , mΨ1 '
√
M21 + (λRf)
2 . (21)
The top Yukawa coupling in Eq. (11), arising through the mass-mixing of the elementary
states qL and tR and the composite resonances in Ψ, is given by
yt = yΨ
λLf
mT
λRf
mΨ1
mX5/3
mT ′
. (22)
From the Lagrangian Eq.(19) it is clear why in order to generate a top Yukawa the couplings
yΨ, λL, and λR are needed. The first is the Yukawa-type coupling for the Ψ fields, while
the last two give rise to the necessary mixing angles λLf/mT and λRf/mΨ1 for qL and tR
respectively. Besides, the factor of mX5/3/mT ′ arises from the extra mixing of tR with T
′
R.
This extra factor favors large values of M5 in order to reproduce the large top Yukawa.
A standard computation of the Coleman-Weinberg potential yields the following result
for the coefficients cL and cR in Eqs. (9) and (10):
cL = cR =
3
8pi2
[
M21 log
(
Λ2
M21
)
−M25 log
(
Λ2
M25
)]
. (23)
As expected, these are logarithmically divergent, the scale Λ to be interpreted as the mass
of a second layer of heavier fermionic resonances. Furthermore, cL and cR vanish in the limit
yΨ = M5 −M1 → 0, as we advanced after inspecting the symmetry properties of the top
Lagrangian. The coefficient cLR in Eq. (12) is instead finite at one loop, since it requires four
insertions of the symmetry breaking couplings λL,R,
cLR =
3
4pi2
1
M25 −M21
[
M21 −M25 +M1M5 log
(
M25
M21
)]
. (24)
Similar expressions are obtained for the terms arising at order λ4L and λ
4
R. To understand
under which conditions and with how much tuning the Higgs potential can be reproduced
in this simple model, we must take into account that the top Yukawa coupling Eq. (22)
establishes a relation between the couplings λL,R and the top partners masses. It follows
then that the leading contributions to the Higgs mass term, expressed in terms of the mass
of the top partners Ψ1 and X5/3, are
ζ(∆µ2)L ' − 1
2ζ
(∆µ2)R ' ∓ 3yt
8pi2
mX5/3mΨ1
f |mΨ1 ±mX5/3|
[
m2X5/3 log
(
Λ2
m2X5/3
)
−m2Ψ1 log
(
Λ2
m2Ψ1
)]
,
(25)
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where we have defined ζ ≡ λR/λL. These contributions scale as ∆µ2 ∼ (mΨ/f)3f 2, that
is with the third power of the top partner’s mass. The two contributions are equal in size
but opposite in sign when ζ = 1/
√
2. This can be traced back to the fact that both qL
and tR have been embedded in the same 6 representation of SO(6). At O(λ
2
L,R) there is
no effect of a non-vanishing γ. This arises at the next to leading order, primarily from
the dependence introduced through the Yukawa of the top, and it is then suppressed by
(γλRf/M5)
2. Whenever this ratio is small, we can approximate
(∆µ2)γ2 ' γ2ytζ
f min(mX5/3 ,mΨ1)
2m2X5/3
(∆µ2)R . (26)
This contribution increases the Higgs mass term in the region of small mX5/3 . We should
notice though that for γ 6= 0, there is a lower theoretical bound on mX5/3 , (mX5/3)min = γytf ,
which arises from the requirement to reproduce the large top Yukawa. This is the main effect
of a non-vanishing γ in what regards the Higgs potential.
Given the current bounds on f and the masses of the top partners, the contributions in
Eq. (25) must be finely cancelled in order to reproduce the correct Higgs mass term. Since
in this simple model cL = cR, the cancellation can be achieved by adjusting ζ ' 1/
√
2,
and the level of tuning is higher the heavier are the top partners. The addition of the
gauge contribution in Eq. (6) (generically positive) allows a departure from the relation
λR ' λL/
√
2, how important depending on how heavy the composite vector resonances
are. Likewise for an extra contribution from Eq. (17) (also positive). In this regard, notice
that this latter term can only play a role in the Higgs potential (given cM ∼ 4pif 3) if
m/f & yt(mΨ/f)3/(4pi)3 ≈ 10−3 for mΨ/f = 2. In this simple model however there cannot
be a large departure from ζ = 1/
√
2, because in that case the Higgs quartic is not reproduced,
see the discussion after Eq.(27). One other possibility to tune down µ2 is to consider M1 < 0.
In that case the contributions in Eq.(25) can be made small in the regime m2Ψ1 ' m2X5/3 , while
still reproducing the top Yukawa (recall that yt ∼ |M5−M1|). On top of this, the effect of a
non-vanishing γ in Eq. (26) is to disfavor the regions where mX5/3  mΨ1 , basically because
of (mX5/3)min ∝ γ. On the other hand, for mX5/3  mΨ1 , the dependence on γ becomes
small. Therefore γ 6= 0 favors a light singlet top partner in this simple model. We will show
in section 4 that for γ & 1 Ψ1 decays predominantly to η t.
The masses of the top partners determine also the Higgs quartic coupling. The leading
contribution, which arises at O(λ4L,R), takes a simple form in the limit ζ → 1/
√
2:
λ ' 3y
2
t
4pi2
m2X5/3m
2
Ψ1
f 2(m2X5/3 −m2Ψ1)
log
(
m2X5/3
m2Ψ1
)
. (27)
This scales with the second power of the top partner’s mass λ ∼ (mΨ/f)2. It follows then
that reproducing the lightness of the Higgs requires that one of the top partners, either the
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Figure 1: Contour lines of tuning µ2/(∆µ2)R (solid black) and regions with Higgs quartic
0.11 6 λ 6 0.14 (blue), in the plane of the top partners masses mX5/3 and mΨ1 , for γ2 = 2,
ζ = 1/
√
2, and f = 0.6 TeV. Contour lines of tuning for γ = 0 (dotted black) are also shown
for comparison. The red lines delimitate the region (upper-right) where the top Yukawa can
be reproduced. For γ = 0 the lower bound on mX5/3 goes to zero. Notice that for large mX5/3
there is little difference between the solid and dashed lines. We have taken Λ = 4
√
mX5/3mΨ1 .
singlet or the 5-plet, is weakly coupled, gΨ = (mΨ/f) . 2. Departures from the relation
λR = λL/
√
2 increase the contribution of the top partners to the Higgs quartic, and therefore
reproducing it requires even smaller gΨ. Taking into account in addition the theoretical lower
bound on mX5/3 (for γ 6= 0), and the one present also for the mass of Ψ1, (mΨ1)min = ζytf ,
one finds that ζ ∈ (1/3, 1), approximately.
To illustrate the points discussed above, we show in Figure 1 contour lines for the tuning
in this model, as well as the region where the Higgs quartic is reproduced, in the plane
(mX ,mΨ1), and for a representative set of parameters. Let us stress that the numbers in
this plot have been obtained under the approximations explained above, but its qualitative
features properly reflect the effects of the top partners on the Higgs potential. We simply
defined the tuning as the ratio of the largest contribution to µ2, which for the parameters
taken in the plot corresponds to (∆µ2)R, over its correct value µ
2 ≈ (90 GeV)2.
The contribution of the top sector to the mass of the singlet is correlated with the degree
of tuning to be enforced on the Higgs mass term,
(∆m2η)R = (γ
2 − 1)(∆µ2)R ≈ ±(320 GeV)2
( |γ2 − 1|
1
)(
8%
µ2/(∆µ2)R
)
. (28)
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It is important to recall that in the limit γ → 1 the singlet does not receive a potential
from the top sector. It follows from Eqs. (25) and (28) that if EWSB is driven by a positive
(∆µ2)L, then (∆µ
2)R is negative, and m
2
η is positive only for γ < 1. γ > 1 is only possible
in this case, while keeping m2η > 0, if some other contribution overcompensates Eq. (28). If
such a contribution also adds to the Higgs potential, like Eq. (17) [19], then it must be a
leading one. This in turn requires γ ∼ 1 in order not to increase the level of fine tuning.
In contrast, if EWSB is due to (∆µ2)R > 0, then m
2
η > 0 for γ > 1, while for γ < 1 extra
contributions are needed to keep η from getting a VEV. Notice that we are focussing on
〈η〉 = 0 to keep the Higgs from inheriting the properties of a pseudo-scalar singlet. In any
case we should keep in mind that mη is exposed to large model dependencies.
3.2 Toy Model 20′L + 1R
Here a 20′ multiplet of Dirac fermions Ψ is coupled to qL, breaking explicitly the SO(6) sym-
metry, while tR couples to a singlet of SO(6). Given that this latter mixing does not intro-
duce any explicit breaking, we can actually dispense with the composite singlet and directly
introduce a coupling of tR to the SO(5) singlet component of the 20
′. Then the effective La-
grangian, in the field basis where the NGB dependence comes with the elementary-composite
coupling λL, reads
−L˜Ψ = M14Ψ¯14L Ψ14R +M5Ψ¯5LΨ5R +M1Ψ¯1LΨ1R +λLfTr[Q¯20
′
L UΨRU
T ] +λRfΨ¯
1
LtR +h.c. , (29)
where the embedding Q20
′
L has been given in Eq. (13), and an explicit matrix form for Ψ is
given in appendix A. Notice that Ψ decomposes as a 1 + 5 + 14 of SO(5). From Eq. (29)
one can understand that λL is needed to generate a potential for the Higgs and η. After
performing a SO(6) NGB-dependent rotation on ΨR, it becomes explicit that either M14,
M5, or M1, are also needed.
After mixing (at zeroth order in h and η) the qL and tR states with the resonances in Ψ
with the proper gauge quantum numbers, the top Yukawa coupling in Eq. (16) is generated,
yt =
√
12/5λLλR fM14M5√
M214 + (γˆλLf)
2
√
M25 + (λLf)
2
√
M21 + (λRf)
2
. (30)
The presence of two different couplings for qL, one of them proportional to γˆ, introduces two
mixing angles for tL. Recalling that λR does not introduce any explicit breaking of SO(6),
already from Eq. (30) one can see that the regime M1  λRf will be preferred. This allows
λL, which controls the size of the top sector contribution to the pNGB potential, to be the
smallest possible compatible with the large top Yukawa, λL ' yt
√
5/12. From now on we
will take M1 = 0. The mass of the singlet top partner is then mΨ1 = λRf , and given that it
is not associated to any breaking, it drops out completely from the potential.
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Indeed, the computation of the Coleman-Weinberg potential gives rise to the following
coefficients c
(1)
L and c
(2)
L in Eqs. (14) and (15):
c
(1)
L =
3
4pi2
(
M˜25 − M˜214
)
, c
(2)
L =
3
20pi2
(
2M˜214 − 5M˜25
)
, (31)
where we have defined M˜25,14 ≡ M25,14 log(Λ2/M25,14). Taking into account Eq. (30), and
keeping the leading order terms O(λ2L) only, this model predicts,
(∆µ2)L ' 3y
2
t
96pi2
[
5M˜25 (7− γˆ2)− M˜214(23− 5γˆ2)
]
, (32)
λ ' 3y
2
t
12pi2
5M˜25 − 2M˜214
f 2
, (33)
for the Higgs mass term and quartic. Both arise at leading order, and they are sensitive to
a second level of resonances through Λ, which have been reabsorbed in the effective masses
M˜5,14. The mass of the singlet is given by
(∆m2η)L ' (γˆ2 − 1)
15y2t
24pi2
(
M˜25 − M˜214
)
. (34)
As we advanced, in the limit γˆ → 1 the singlet does not receive a potential from the top
sector. Notice also that regardless of γˆ, η becomes massless in limit M5 →M14 (c(1)L → 0 in
this limit), due to an enhanced global symmetry of the top Lagrangian Eq. (29).
If the top sector gives the only relevant contribution to the Higgs quartic, then Eq. (33)
implies a particular relation between M˜5 and M˜14, which is satisfied without fine tuning as
long as |M˜5/f | . 1.5 and |M˜14/f | . 2.5. Therefore a light Higgs requires weakly coupled top
partners. The relation between M˜5 and M˜14 enforced by λ fixes also the level of tuning in
the Higgs mass term, as well as the mass of the singlet, as a function of a single top partner’s
mass parameter,
µ2 ' (3− γˆ2)3y
2
t M˜
2
14
32pi2
+
λ
8
(7− γˆ2)f 2 + (∆µ2)g , m2η ' (γˆ2 − 1)
4pi2λf 2 − 3y2t M˜214
8pi2
. (35)
This is neglecting other contributions, such as Eq. (17), as well O(y4t ) terms. It is important
for the phenomenology of the top partners (see section 4) to discuss the role of γˆ. For γˆ < 1,
there is a lower bound on M˜214 such that m
2
η is positive (which corresponds to M˜
2
14 > M˜25 ).
For γˆ > 1, this becomes an upper bound. Naively γˆ > 1 is preferred, given that it diminishes
the contributions to µ2, for fixed M˜214, and thus reduces the level of fine tuning. However, for
γˆ 6= 0 there is a theoretical lower bound on M14 from the requirement to reproduce the top
Yukawa, (M14)min = γˆ
√
5/12 ytf (as well as (M5)min =
√
5/12 ytf), which forces large values
of M14, increasing the tuning for both the Higgs mass term and quartic. This lower bound
on M14 has to be compared with the upper bound on M˜
2
14 enforcing m
2
η > 0. However, this
comparison relies on the scale Λ, and therefore we cannot directly establish the consistency
13
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Figure 2: Contour lines of tuning as defined in the text (solid black) and regions with Higgs
quartic 0.11 6 λ 6 0.14 (blue), in the plane of the top partners mass parameters M˜5 and
M˜14, with f = 0.6 TeV and γˆ
2 = 4. Contour lines of tuning for γˆ = 0 (dotted black) are
also shown for comparison. The red lines delimitate the region (upper-right) where the top
Yukawa can be reproduced, and we have simply taken Λ = 2.5 TeV. For γˆ = 0 the lower
bound on M14 goes to zero.
of these two limits without an explicit model that eliminates this lack of calculability (such
as a 3-site model). We can nevertheless say that γˆ & 1, but not excessively large, is preferred
in this model. We can also give a simple estimate of the top sector contribution to the mass
of η by setting M˜14 = 0 in Eq. (35),
∆m2η ∼ (γˆ2 − 1)
m2hf
2
4v2
' (230 GeV)2
( |γˆ2 − 1|
2
)(
15%
v2/f 2
)
. (36)
To illustrate the points discussed above, we show in Figure 2 contour lines for the tun-
ing in this model, as well as the region where the Higgs quartic is reproduced, in the
plane (M˜5, M˜14), and for a representative set of parameters. We defined the tuning as
max[(∂ log µ2/∂ log M˜2i )(∂ log λ/∂ log M˜
2
i )], for M˜i = M˜5, M˜14, thus treating as separate con-
tributions to the potential the terms proportional to M˜25 and those proportional to M˜
2
14.
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4 Non-Minimal Top Partner Phenomenology
We have explicitly shown in the previous section that in the NMCHM the masses of the top
partners control the size of the Higgs potential. The mass of the extra singlet η also gets
contributions from the top partners, such that ∆m2η ∼ (γ2 − 1)m2Ψ. The extra symmetry
breaking coupling associated to γ (or γˆ depending on the embedding of the top) does not
modify significantly the predictions for the Higgs potential, and in particular γ = O(1)
does not give rise to a larger level of tuning. Interestingly, we will show in this section
that the decay channel Ψ1 → ηt becomes important when γ 6= 0, where Ψ1 is the top
partner in the singlet representation of SO(5).5 We will also show that one of the top
partners belonging to the 5 multiplet of SO(5) decays exclusively to ηt.6 In order to arrive
at such results, we will derive, for a single SO(5) multiplet of top partners at a time, its
interactions with the NGBs and the SM fields. We will make use of effective Lagrangians
that implicitly assume that other composite resonances, in particular other multiplets of
top partners, are heavy and lie at or beyond the cutoff. Such type of Lagrangians must
be invariant under local SO(5) transformations, thus reproducing the non-linearly realized
SO(6) symmetry of the strong sector. Its building blocks are i) the top partners, belonging
to a given SO(5) multiplet (and with a definite X charge, for the cases considered here
equal to 2/3), ii) the derivatives of the NGBs, introduced through diµ = −iTr[T iU †DµU ]
and the SO(5) gauge connection eaµ = −iTr[T aU †DµU ], with T i and T a the broken and
unbroken generators of SO(6) respectively (see Appendix A for details), and iii) the SM
states, specifically the SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y gauge fields and the top quark. Regarding
the latter, recall that we specified its embedding in SO(6) representations, Eqs. (7) and (8)
or Eq. (13). In order to include them in our effective Lagrangian, we will use the NGB
matrix U to form the dressed fields U iI(Q
6
L)
I and U6I(Q
6
L)
I transforming as a 5 and a 1
under SO(5) respectively, and likewise for T 6R and Q
20′
L . This approach, also followed in [24],
is very efficient in systematically identifying the leading interactions of the top partners, in
an expansion in derivatives and symmetry breaking couplings.
4.1 Singlet phenomenology
Let us focus first on the phenomenology of the top partner singlet of SO(5), Ψ1, for the
case where both the qL and tR are embedded in the 62/3 of SO(6) × U(1)X . The effective
5Other than the extra decay to ηt, Ψ1 has the same main characteristics as the top partner singlet of
SO(4) in the SO(5)/SO(4) model, denoted by T˜ in [24].
6This is also the case for some of the top partners in the 14, although we will not discuss them here.
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Lagrangian, at leading order in derivatives and elementary-composite couplings yL,R, is
7
L6L+6RΨ1 = i q¯L /DqL + i t¯R /DtR + i Ψ¯1 /DΨ1 −MΨΨ¯1Ψ1
− yLf(Q¯6L)IU I6Ψ1R − yRfΨ¯1LU6I(T 6R)I + h.c. . (37)
The parameters of this Lagrangian can be taken to be real without any loss of generality and
consistently with CP conservation. The covariant derivatives acting on qL and tR encode
the usual SM gauge interactions, and given that Ψ1 has hypercharge Y = X = 2/3 and it
is a color fundamental (the same gauge quantum numbers as tR), its covariant derivative
contains also the corresponding gauge connections. Importantly, only the last two terms in
Eq. (37) depend on the NGBs, and in a non-derivative way. Both of them induce a mixing
between the Ψ1 and the SM top, but only the term proportional to yR does it at leading
order in v/f (recall 〈h〉 = v). Then the masses of the top and the top partner (we use the
same notation before and after rotation to the mass basis) read
mt ' yLyR√
g2Ψ + y
2
R
v√
2
, mΨ1 ' f
√
g2Ψ + y
2
R (38)
where we defined gΨ ≡MΨ/f , and neglected subleading O(y2L,Rv2/g2Ψf 2) terms.
The most relevant interactions for what regards the decays of Ψ1 (and its single pro-
duction) come from the trilinear couplings between a top partner, a third generation SM
quark, and a single NGB, either the physical Higgs scalar h,8 the pseudo-scalar η, or the
longitudinal components of the W± and the Z. The latter are, by the equivalence theorem,
well approximated by the Goldstone degrees of freedom in the Higgs field, φ± and φ0, re-
spectively. We will consider only the leading couplings arising at zeroth order in v/f . We
will therefore neglect the interactions with the transverse components of the W± and the
Z, given that these are diagonal in flavor space, and only after EWSB they give rise to a
coupling of a SM quark and a top partner. Besides, the electroweak gauge couplings g or
g′ are smaller than the Yukawa-type couplings, proportional to yL, yR & yt. Under these
approximations, the linear couplings of the top partner Ψ1 are
gΨyL√
g2Ψ + y
2
R
[
1√
2
(h− iφ0)t¯LΨ1R − φ−b¯LΨ1R
]
− i gΨyRγ√
g2Ψ + y
2
R
ηΨ¯1LtR + h.c. . (39)
These then imply the following approximate relations between the branching ratios of Ψ1:
BR(Ψ1 → ηt)
BR(Ψ1 → ht) '
BR(Ψ1 → ηt)
BR(Ψ1 → Zt) ' 2
BR(Ψ1 → ηt)
BR(Ψ1 → W+b) '
2y2Rγ
2
y2L
, (40)
7We are neglecting terms at the same order in yL and yR but with one extra derivative, given that these
are effectively suppressed by gΨ/gρ, where gρ is a strong coupling associated to heavy composite states, in
the sense gρ  gΨ ≡MΨ/f .
8With a slight abuse of notation, we will denote with h also the scalar fluctuation around the electroweak
VEV, that is h→ v + h.
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where we have neglected kinematical factors, assuming in particular that mΨ1  mη +mt.9
Therefore, the decay channel Ψ1 → ηt becomes important with γ2. As an example, we can
match the parameters in the effective Lagrangian Eq. (37) to the model presented in section
3.1, after integrating out the 5-plet Ψ5. One then obtains
gΨ = λΨ − yΨ = M1/f , yR = λR , yL = λL , (41)
and consequently,
BR(Ψ1 → ηt) ' 1− 1
1 + (γζ)2/2
, (42)
where ζ = λR/λL. Recalling that from fine-tuning considerations the regime ζ ' 1/
√
2 was
preferred in that simple model, then BR(Ψ1 → ηt) ' 33% for γ2 = 2, a branching ratio
as large as that into W+b (which is the dominant channel in the SO(5)/SO(4) model). In
Figure 3 we show the branching ratios of Ψ1 as a function of its mass, for yR = yL/
√
2 and
γ2 = 2 or 4. We have fixed in both cases mη = 300 GeV, to illustrate the fact that if there
are no kinematical suppressions the decay Ψ1 → ηt can dominate. Notice however that if γ
becomes very large, such a decay is only kinematically allowed for a heavy Ψ1, given that
the mass of η grows with γ2 (and we do not wish to tune down mη). Furthermore, recall
that for increasing γ the theoretical lower bound on the mass of the 5-plet of top partners
also grows. In summary, the non-standard ηt decay can dominate, but not at the level of
making the other decays negligible.
The phenomenology of Ψ1 for the case where the qL and tR are embedded respectively in
the 20′2/3 and 12/3 can be described a similar way. The leading terms in the corresponding
effective Lagrangian are
L20′L+1RΨ1 = i q¯L /DqL + i t¯R /DtR + i Ψ¯1 /DΨ1 −MΨΨ¯1Ψ1
+ yLfU
I
6(Q¯
20′
L )IJU
J
6Ψ
1
R + yLctfU
I
6(Q¯
20′
L )IJU
J
6tR + h.c. . (43)
The Yukawa coupling of tR does not need to be suppressed with respect to that of Ψ
1
R,
therefore ct = O(1). Only the terms in the second line depend on the NGBs: at leading
order in v/f , the last gives rise to the top mass, mt ' yLctv, while the first gives rise to the
leading non-diagonal interactions of Ψ1 with qL. The mass of Ψ
1 at this order is simply MΨ.
Here we will once again neglect the couplings to transverse gauge bosons, subleading in the
v/f expansion and also because g, g′ < yL ' yt. Then the relevant interactions are
− yL
[
1√
2
(h− iφ0)t¯LΨ1R − φ−b¯LΨ1R + iγˆ
v
f
ηt¯LΨ
1
R
]
+ h.c. . (44)
Notice that because of SU(2)L quantum numbers, the leading coupling of Ψ
1 to η arises at
order v/f , but it is enhanced by γˆ. The branching ratios of Ψ1 are then:
BR(Ψ1 → ηt)
BR(Ψ1 → ht) '
BR(Ψ1 → ηt)
BR(Ψ1 → Zt) ' 2
BR(Ψ1 → ηt)
BR(Ψ1 → W+b) ' γˆ
2 v
2
f 2
. (45)
9We have also neglected in Eq.(40) the rescaling of all the couplings of h from the correction to its kinetic
term in Eq. (4).
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Figure 3: Branching ratios of Ψ1 to ht (dotted black), Zt (dot-dashed green), Wb (dashed
blue), and ηt (solid red), in the 6L + 6R model. The left panel correspond to γ
2 = 2 and the
right one to γ2 = 4. The singlet mass has been fixed in both cases to mη = 300 GeV, while
yR = yL/
√
2.
Therefore a large non-standard branching ratio requires significantly large values of γˆ, to
overcome the v2/f 2 suppression. For instance, given γˆ2 = 4 and f = 600 GeV, one finds
BR(Ψ1 → ηt) ' 20%. We can understand the feasibility of this regime by matching the
effective Lagrangian Eq. (43) to the model presented in section 3.2, assuming that the top
partners in the 5-plet and the 14-plet are heavy. In that case we find
MΨ =
√
M21 + (λRf)
2 , yL = −
√
6
5
λLM1√
M21 + (λRf)
2
, ct = −λRf
M1
. (46)
Recall in particular that the regime M1/f  λR was preferred for fine-tuning considerations,
in which case M1 was playing little role in the Higgs potential. Besides, even though large
values of γˆ were preferable, the theoretical lower limit on M14 scaled also with γˆ, possibly
becoming the leading source of tuning for γˆ  1. Therefore, we can conclude that a non-
standard branching ratio of Ψ1 to ηt can become comparable to those into the standard
channels, but not dominant.
4.2 5-plet phenomenology
We discuss next the phenomenology of the top partner 5-plet of SO(5), Ψ5. For the case
where both the qL and tR are embedded in the 62/3 of SO(6)× U(1)X , the leading effective
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Lagrangian reads
L6L+6RΨ5 = i q¯L /DqL + i t¯R /DtR + i Ψ¯5( /D + ieµγµ)Ψ5 −MΨΨ¯5Ψ5
− yLf(Q¯L)IU Ii(Ψ5R)i − yRf(Ψ¯5L)iU iI(TR)I + h.c. . (47)
Its parameters can be taken to be real, consistently with CP conservation and without loss of
generality. The covariant derivative acting on Ψ5 contains the gauge connection associated
with the X = 2/3 charge of the whole multiplet, as well as the color gauge connection, such
that DΨ5 = (∂ − ig′(2/3)B − igsG)Ψ5. The kinetic term for Ψ5 contains also the object
eµ, required by the local SO(5) symmetry. Such a term encondes the proper electroweak
gauge interactions of the components in the 5-plet: (T,B) = 21/6, (X5/3, X2/3) = 27/6 and
T ′ = 12/3 under SU(2)L × U(1)Y , where we recall that Y = T 3R + X. The masses of these
top partners, after accounting for the mixing with qL and tR, are
mX5/3 = mX2/3 = MΨ ≡ gΨf , mB ' mT ' f
√
g2Ψ + y
2
L , mT ′ '
√
g2Ψ + (γyR)
2 , (48)
while the top mass is
mt ' yLyRgΨ√
g2Ψ + y
2
L
√
g2Ψ + (γyR)
2
v√
2
. (49)
In these expressions we neglected EWSB corrections, effectively suppressed by y2L,Rv
2/g2Ψf
2.
The decays of the top partners in the 5-plet are mostly determined by the trilinear
interactions from the second line in Eq. (47), which involve a NGB and a third generation
SM quark. The interactions with the transverse gauge bosons, from the first line in Eq. (47),
are effectively suppressed by v/f and g/yL,R, and we will neglect them in what follows (this is
in analogy with the interactions of the singlet Ψ1 in section 4.1). Under these approximations,
the relevant couplings of the top partners in Ψ5 are
yRcΨR
[
cΨL√
2
(h− iφ0)T¯L − 1√
2
(h+ iφ0)X¯2/3L − cΨLφ−B¯L − φ+X¯5/3L + iηT¯ ′L
]
tR + h.c. ,
(50)
where cΨR ≡ gΨ/
√
g2Ψ + γ
2y2R and cΨL ≡ gΨ/
√
g2Ψ + y
2
L. Notice first that all these interac-
tions are proportional to yR. The Yukawa-type invariant proportional to yL in Eq. (47) does
not give rise to couplings of the SU(2)L doublets in Ψ
5 with qL unless the electroweak sym-
metry is broken (thus they arise at order v/f), and likewise for the singlet T ′. Furthermore,
the trilinear couplings φ0B¯b, φ
+X¯2/3b are absent, in analogy with the same couplings in the
SO(5)/SO(4) model (see [24] for details). Finally, the interactions φ+T¯
′b, (h− iφ0)T¯ ′t, ηT¯ t,
and ηX¯2/3t are also vanishing. This is due to a parity symmetry Pη: H → H, η → −η and
T,B,X2/3, X5/3 → T,B,X2/3, X5/3, T ′ → −T ′, which is preserved by the leading interac-
tions in the effective Lagrangian Eq. (47). Summarizing, the interactions in Eq. (50) imply
the following branching ratios for the Ψ5 components:
BR(T,X2/3 → ht) ' BR(T,X2/3 → Zt) ' 50% ,
BR(B → W−t) ' BR(X5/3 → W+t) ' BR(T ′ → ηt) ' 100% , (51)
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neglecting kinematical factors. Interestingly, the extra top partner T ′, associated to the
larger SO(6) symmetry of the NMHCM (compared with the SO(5) of the minimal model),
decays exclusively to the extra NGB η. The signatures at colliders from the T ′ could provide
important indications towards such an extended symmetry structure.
Let us comment on one more possibility regarding the decays of the 5-plet, still for the qL
and tR being embedded in the 6. One of the conclusions extracted from the model presented
in section 3.1 was that for γ 6= 0 Ψ5 must be generically heavier than the singlet Ψ1. That
being the case, we may wonder how the decays of the 5-plet would change by including Ψ1
in the effective Lagrangian. Given that both of them are composite states, their interactions
would be stronger than those with the elementary qL or tR. Indeed, at leading order in
derivatives we can add to the effective Lagrangian the term
i cL (Ψ¯
5
L)i d
i
µγ
µΨ1L + h.c.+ L↔ R , (52)
with cL, cR = O(1) and real. Within the assumption that the 5-plet is heavier than the
singlet, we will keep only the leading order interactions in gΨ5 = MΨ5/f . This implies in
particular that we will neglect the mixings of qL and tR with Ψ
5. We must also keep in mind
that the interactions in Eq. (52) involve derivatives of the NGBs, which after integrating by
parts give rise to couplings proportional to the masses of the top partners. Then the relevant
trilinear interactions, coming from Eq. (52), are
cR
gΨ5yR√
g2Ψ1 + y
2
R
T¯L(h− iφ0)tR + h.c. , (53)(
cL
√
g2Ψ1 + y
2
R − cR
gΨ5gΨ1√
g2Ψ1 + y
2
R
)
T¯L(h− iφ0)Ψ1R + (cRgΨ1 − cLgΨ5) T¯R(h− iφ0)Ψ1L + h.c. ,
(54)
for the T top partner, and where yR is the Yukawa coupling of tR with Ψ
1 in Eq. (37). The
couplings of the rest of top partners in Ψ5 can be easily obtained by making the substitutions
T → X2/3 along with (h − iφ0) → −(h + iφ0), T → T ′ with (h − iφ0) →
√
2iη, T → X5/3
with (h− iφ0)→ √2φ+, and T → B with (h− iφ0)→ −√2φ−. Even thought the decay to
tR is still relevant, as long as gΨ1 > yR the decays of the 5-plet to Ψ
1 easily dominate:
BR(Ψ5 → Ψ1 Π)
BR(Ψ5 → tΠ) '
c2L(g
2
Ψ1 + y
2
R) + c
2
Rg
2
Ψ1
c2Ry
2
R
, (55)
under the assumption that the decay is kinematically allowed. Finally, notice that once
again T ′ decays exclusively to η.
The phenomenology of Ψ5 when the qL and tR are embedded respectively in the 20
′
2/3
and 12/3 is described by the effective Lagrangian
L20′L+1RΨ5 = i q¯L /DqL + i t¯R /DtR + i Ψ¯5( /D + ieµγµ)Ψ5 −MΨΨ¯5Ψ5 (56)
+ i cR (Ψ¯
5
R)i d
i
µγ
µtR + 2 yLfU
I
6(Q¯
20′
L )IJU
J
i(Ψ
5
R)
i + yLctfU
I
6(Q¯
20′
L )IJU
J
6tR + h.c. ,
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which contains a term like Eq. (52) but with tR instead of Ψ
1
R. Given that the R-handed
top interacts like a singlet of SO(6), it may couple strongly to Ψ5 without inducing a large
Higgs potential. Therefore, the trilinear interactions from the first term in the second line
of Eq. (56), with cR = O(1), will generically dominate over the interactions from the second
term. Under this assumption, we find that the relevant couplings of Ψ5 are
cR
√
g2Ψ + y
2
L
[
−(h− iφ0)T¯L +
√
2φ−B¯L
]
tR
+ cR gΨ
[
(h+ iφ0)X¯2/3L +
√
2φ+X¯5/3L − i
√
2ηT¯ ′L
]
tR + h.c. , (57)
where gΨ ≡ MΨ/f , and the masses of the top partners are mX5/3 ' mX2/3 ' mT ′ ' gΨf ,
and mB ' mT ' f
√
g2Ψ + y
2
L, while the mass of the top is mt ' yLctv. Therefore we find
the branching ratios:
BR(T,X2/3 → ht) ' BR(T,X2/3 → Zt) ' 50% ,
BR(B → W−t) ' BR(X5/3 → W+t) ' BR(T ′ → ηt) ' 100% . (58)
These are the same branching ratios as in the case with qL and tR embedded in the 6 of
SO(6), Eq. (51), even though in this case they arise from Lagrangian terms with derivatives
acting on the NGBs. This means that while in the previous case the presence of a light
singlet Ψ1 to which Ψ5 could decay to would easily dominate the branching ratios, in the
present case tR could be as strongly coupled as a hypothetically light Ψ
1, and the decay
channels Ψ5 → tΠ and Ψ5 → Ψ1 Π would generically be comparable.
5 Goldstone-Singlet Phenomenology
The non-standard phenomenology of the top partners in the NMCHM relies on the extra
Goldstone mode η. Specifically, the final state particles in the production and subsequent
decay of Ψ1 and T ′ will be ultimately determined by the decay products of η. Besides,
understanding the phenomenology at colliders of the pseudo-scalar singlet is important per
se. This is the aim of this section.
Before we do so, let us briefly comment on the couplings of the Higgs. These are modified
with respect to the SM ones mainly because of the non-linearities associated with its NGB
nature. From Eq. (4), the kinetic term of the Higgs gets shifted after EWSB, which has
the net effect of suppressing all of the Higgs interactions. On top of this, there are further
corrections to the couplings to fermions, due to the non-standard Higgs dependence of their
Yukawa couplings. Following the usual parametrization
Lh = h
v
(
a
[
m2WW
+
µ W
−µ +m2ZZµZ
µ
]− chψmψψ¯ψ) , (59)
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one finds a =
√
1− ξ, where ξ = v2/f 2, and chψ = (1 − 2ξ)/
√
1− ξ, for both embeddings
of qL and tR considered in this work, 6L + 6R and 20
′
L + 1R. Notice however that these
embeddings have only been identified for the top, and they need not be the same for the
light quarks or the leptons. We have not included in Eq. (59) the couplings of the Higgs
to photons or gluons, since they are not significantly modified, beyond the rescaling of the
top and W loops induced by a, cψ 6= 1. In particular, light top partners do not give large
contributions to such couplings in the models considered here [25, 26]. They do affect the
Yukawa coupling of the top, by an amount of order λ2L,Rv
2/m2Ψ, which we will neglect to
first approximation. Finally, the absence of mixing between the Higgs and the η implies no
further modifications of the Higgs couplings.10
We can parametrize the linear couplings of η in a similar fashion as those of the Higgs,
Lη = −iη
v
(
cηtmtt¯γ5t+ c
η
bmbb¯γ5b+ c
η
tmτ τ¯ γ5τ + c
η
cmcc¯γ5c
)
+
η
v
(
cηg
αs
8pi
GµνG˜
µν + cηγ
α
8pi
AµνA˜
µν
)
+
η
v
(
cηγZ
α
8pi
AµνZ˜
µν + cηZ
α
8pi
ZµνZ˜
µν + cηW
α
8pi
W+µνW˜
−µν
)
, (60)
where we have now included couplings to the SM field strengths. These are important for
two reasons: first, given that η is neutral under the electroweak interactions and it does not
mix with the Higgs, the couplings to W+µ W
−µ and ZµZµ vanish. Therefore the couplings to
FµνF˜
µν are the leading ones to any of the SM gauge vectors. And second, there can be direct
contributions to this kind of couplings from UV physics, as explained in section 2. Indeed
we find from the anomalous term in Eq. (5),
cηg = ng(2/3)
√
ξ = 0 , cηγ = (nW+nB)(2/3)
√
ξ = 0 , cηW = (nW/ sin
2 θW )(2/3)
√
ξ , (61)
given ng = 0 and nW = −nB. The rest of the couplings in Eq. (60) are fixed by the relations
cηγZ = (c
η
W − cηγ) tan θW and cηZ = cηW − (cηW − cηγ) tan2 θW . Of course, given a non-vanishing
coupling of η to SM fermions, these can also contribute to the effective couplings to gluons
and electroweak gauge bosons, much in the same way as they do for the Higgs (see for
instance [27]). In order to fix the coefficients cηψ in Eq. (60), we must specify the embeddings
of ψ = t, b, τ, c. Let us assume that for the bottom, tau, and charm, these are the same than
for the top, that is either 6L + 6R or 20
′
L + 1R (we rename γˆ ≡ γ for notational simplicity
in this section). In both cases we find
cηi = γi
√
ξ , i = t, b, τ, c , (62)
where we recall ξ = v2/f 2. For what regards the values of the different γ’s, let us recall that
in the limit γi → 1 the U(1)η symmetry is unbroken and the singlet does not get a potential
10This is true at least for what regards the scalar potential generated by the third generation quarks and
the SU(2)L ×U(1)Y gauge bosons, see section 3.
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Figure 4: Branching ratios of η to tt¯∗ (black), bb¯ (blue), gg (red), τ τ¯ (green), cc¯ (purple),
W+W− (orange), γγ (turquoise), ZZ (brown), and γZ (magenta). The left panel correspond
to universal couplings to SM fermions γt = γb = γτ = γc = 1, while in the right pane we
suppressed the coupling to bottoms, γb = 0. The anomaly coefficient has been fixed in both
cases to nW = 2.
from loops of the fermion i. Let us also notice that the limit γi → 0 is associated to a Pη
parity symmetry under which the fermion i is even and η is odd. This just means that there
are selection rules which we can use to naturally take either γi = O(1) or γi  1.
All the η couplings carry a
√
ξ suppressing factor. Consequently, for γi = 1 the single
production cross-sections of the singlet are the same as those of a SM Higgs of mass mη,
times a ξ factor. This of course excludes all processes involving the electroweak gauge bosons,
i.e. vector boson fusion and Higgs-strahlung. The suppression due to ξ . 0.2 significantly
reduces the production rate of η’s. For what regards the branching ratios, the factor of ξ
drops out (they do not depend on f). Therefore, for γi = 1 and keeping in mind that η does
not couple linearly to the longitudinal W± and Z, the BR’s of the singlet should follow the
same pattern as those of the SM Higgs. This is explicitly shown in the left panel of Figure 4.
There we neglected the contributions from loops of SM fermions to the couplings with γZ,
ZZ, and W+W−. These are generically subleading, and moreover they are the only ones
that receive a contribution directly from the UV anomalies, for which we took nW = 2. Since
the couplings to tops is much larger than the rest, we also included off-shell top effects in the
decay to tt¯ (see for instance [28]). From the left panel of Figure 4 we can then conclude that
for O(1) couplings to SM fermions, η mostly decays to bottom pairs below the tt¯ threshold,
while above it decays to top pairs. The situation changes significantly if γb  1 while the
other Yukawa couplings are order one. Below the tt¯ threshold η mostly decays to gluons in
that case. This is shown in the right panel of Figure 4. There are several other situations
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that we could consider, exposing the variability of the phenomenology of the pseudo-scalar
singlet. When γt > 1, for which the decay Ψ
1 → ηt is enhanced, the decay of η to gluons is
enhanced because of the larger contribution from the top loop, and dominates over bb¯ at low
masses (low in the sense of below the tt¯ threshold). If γb  1 but γτ  1, the BR(η → τ τ¯)
is enhanced and dominates over that to gluons, thus the singlet becomes a τ τ¯ resonance at
low masses. And if both γb, γτ  1 while γc  1, then η becomes a cc¯ resonance, or in other
words it decays mostly to jets. Finally, when γt = 0 and the rest of Yukawa couplings are
order one, the BR(η → bb¯) dominates over the whole mass range.
Notice that in the discussion above we have assumed that the couplings of η to fermions
respected CP, that is γi ∈ R. If that was not the case, a tadpole term would be induced for
η, which nevertheless would be proportional to y2i=[γi]<[γi], thus small and under control.
Furthermore, let us recall that the predictions for mη in section 3 were close to the tt¯
threshold, implying that both possibilities mη ≶ 2mt should be equally considered. However,
we do not contemplate here the case in which the singlet is light enough for the Higgs to
decay to ηη (we refer to [11] where this possibility is partly discussed in the light of the
Higgs discovery). Finally, let us notice that given the prospect of top partners decaying
significantly to ηt, their production could become an important source of η’s. Another extra
production mechanism for the pseudo-scalar could proceed via a large coupling to bottom
quarks, γb  1, boosting production through or in association with bottom quarks.
6 Outlook
Top partners are expected to be the first sign of new physics associated to the naturalness
problem of the electroweak scale, both in composite Higgs models and in supersymmetric
extensions of the SM. In this work we have investigated the role of the top partners in
the Next to Minimal Composite Higgs Model. These fermionic resonances, related to the
top quark, control the size of the Higgs potential by effectively cutting off the radiative
contributions associated to the top Yukawa coupling. We have explicitly shown that in the
NMCHM, keeping fine tuning to the minimum and reproducing the Higgs mass requires the
top partners to be light and weakly coupled, aspect shared with most models.
One of the characteristic features of the NMCHM is the presence in the spectrum of a light
pseudo-scalar η, singlet under the SM gauge symmetries. This arises as a Nambu-Goldstone
boson along with the Higgs from the spontaneous breaking of a global SO(6) symmetry down
to SO(5). Interestingly, the decay patterns of the top partners can be significantly affected by
this extra state. We have identified under which conditions the decays of Ψ1, a top partner
singlet of SO(5), are dominated by the ηt channel. We have also shown that certain exotic
top partners in the 5-plet of SO(5), which arise from the extended symmetry structure of the
NMCHM, decay to ηt only. Motivated by the preference, in the simple models studied here,
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for a singlet top partner lighter than the 5-plet, we have discussed as well the feasibility of
the decays Ψ5 → Ψ1Π, Π = W±, Z, h, η. In addition, we have explicitly verified with several
examples the viability of all such non-standard decays with respect to the generation of the
Higgs potential. It is worth noting that while the NMCHM is the simplest extension of the
minimal composite Higgs model with custodial protection [6], there is a plethora of other
possibilities for the quantum numbers of non-minimal NGBs, which could play a similar role
in top partner decays [4].
One question we have left unanswered in this work is how much the experimental bounds
on the top partners change given BR(Ψ → ηt) 6= 0. If we simply take the extra decay
channel as a reduction of the standard branching ratios (ht, W±b, Zt), then we roughly
estimate that the bounds could go down as much as ∼ 100 GeV for the singlet Ψ1, while
they would be absent for those top partners that decay exclusively to ηt. However, the
experimental searches could be recasted or adjusted to look for the different pattern of final
state particles from the production and decay of these top partners. We expect that the
corresponding analyses could reach comparable sensitivities as the current ones (see [30,31]
where this subject is addressed). Nevertheless, the search for non-minimal top partner decays
could also provide compelling information about the underlying symmetry structure of the
electroweak scale. From another point of view, analyses incorporating inclusive decays such
as Ψ→ t+X would certainly contribute to cover most of the ground regarding detection of
top partners at colliders, much in the same way as the study of non-standard Higgs decays
has been carried out [27].
The mass of the pseudo-scalar singlet is predicted to be a factor ∼ f/v larger than that
of the Higgs. Above the tt¯ threshold η decays almost with branching ratio one to top pairs,
while for lower masses its decays are more model dependent. When the coupling to bottoms
is unsuppressed, η → bb¯ dominates. Instead, if the singlet does not couple to bottoms,
detection at colliders becomes challenging, since it mostly decays to pairs of jets. Still, the
coupling of η to taus could be enhanced, in which case η → τ τ¯ would become the dominant
decay channel, and likewise for η → cc¯. The singlet is mostly produced through gluon
fusion, although with a cross section suppressed by v2/f 2. It is important to remark that
η generically presents a phenomenology substantially different than that of an elementary
(pseudo-)scalar singlet.
In conclusion, the NMCHM is a simple non-minimal composite Higgs model which
presents a top partner phenomenology that is non-standard, while retaining experimental
consistency with little tuning.
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A Explicit representations
In the vectorial 6 representation of SO(6), we have chosen the generators as
(TαL )IJ = −
i
2
[
1
2
abc
(
δbIδ
c
J − δbJδcI
)
+
(
δaI δ
4
J − δaJδ4I
)]
, α = 1, 2, 3 ,
(TαR)IJ = −
i
2
[
1
2
abc
(
δbIδ
c
J − δbJδcI
)− (δaI δ4J − δaJδ4I)] , α = 1, 2, 3 ,
(T β1 )IJ = −
i√
2
(
δiIδ
5
J − δiJδ5I
)
, β = 1, . . . , 4 ,
(T β2 )IJ = −
i√
2
(
δiIδ
6
J − δiJδ6I
)
, β = 1, . . . , 4 ,
(Tη)IJ = − i√
2
(
δ5Iδ
6
J − δ5Jδ6I
)
, (63)
where I, J = 1, . . . , 6. The SO(5) unbroken generators are identified with T a = {TαL , TαR , T β1 },
while the SO(6)/SO(5) broken generators are T i = {T β2 , Tη}. The generators TαR,L span
the custodial SO(4) ∼= SU(2)L × SU(2)R subgroup of SO(5), while Tη is the extra Cartan
generator, corresponding to the U(1)η abelian symmetry. The SM electroweak symmetry
group is identified with the generators of SO(6) as T aL = T
α
L and Y = T
3
R.
From the Goldstone matrix U(Π(x)) we can construct the d and e symbols [29],
− iU †DµU = diµT i + eaµT a ≡ dµ + eµ , (64)
which transform as
dµ → hˆ(Π, g)dµhˆ†(Π, g) , (65)
eµ → hˆ(Π, g)eµhˆ†(Π, g)− ihˆ(Π, g)∂µhˆ†(Π, g) , (66)
with g a global SO(6) transformation and hˆ a local (dependent on Π(x)) SO(5) transfor-
mation. Given that the SM subgroup of SO(6) is gauged, we must also consider local
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g transformations. These are incorporated through Dµ = ∂µ − iAµ in Eq. (64), where
Aµ = A
a
µT
a = gW aµT
a
L +g
′BµY . At lowest order in the NGBs, the d and e symbols then read
diµ =
√
2
f
DµΠ
i + · · · , eaµ = −Aaµ + · · · . (67)
The SO(5) multiplets of top partners introduced in sections 3 and 4 transform as
Ψ1 → Ψ1 , Ψ5 → hˆ(Π, g)Ψ5 ,Ψ14 → hˆ(Π, g)Ψ14hˆT (Π, g) . (68)
Finally, an explicit representation for the top partners Ψ in the 20′ of SO(6) is given by
Ψ =
(
Ψ14 − 15×5 Ψ1/
√
30 Ψ5/
√
2
(Ψ5)T/
√
2
√
5/6 Ψ1
)
, (69)
where Ψ5 is written as in Eq. (18), while Ψ14 is a symmetric trasceless tensor, which further
decomposes as a 1+ 4+ 9 of SO(4),
Ψ14 =
(
Ψ9 − 14×4 T˜ ′/2
√
5 Ψ4/
√
2
(Ψ4)T/
√
2 2 T˜ ′/
√
5
)
, (70)
with
Ψ4 =
1√
2

−(B˜ − X˜5/3)
i(B˜ + X˜5/3)
−(X˜2/3 + T˜ )
i(X˜2/3 − T˜ )
 , (71)
and
Ψ9 =
1
2

X+8
3
+ iX−− 4
3
−X02
3
X−− 4
3
+ iX+8
3
1√
2
(
X05
3
+ iX+5
3
+X−− 1
3
+ iX0− 1
3
)
1√
2
(
iX05
3
+X+5
3
+ iX−− 1
3
+X0− 1
3
)
−X+8
3
− iX−− 4
3
−X02
3
1√
2
(
iX05
3
−X+5
3
− iX−− 1
3
+X0− 1
3
)
1√
2
(
iX+5
3
−X05
3
− iX0− 1
3
+X−− 1
3
)
X−2
3
−X+2
3
+X02
3
i
(
X−2
3
+X+2
3
)
X+2
3
−X−2
3
+X02
3
 .
(72)
The notation for the components of Ψ9 has been chosen such that the states with the same
upper index belong to the same SU(2)L multiplet.
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